HORNET
1/35th Scale Resin Head Sets

Bare Heads 1/35th

HH/1 5 different heads
HH/2 5 different character heads
HH/3 5 heads, close cropped hair
HH/4 5 different heads, WW2 haircuts
HH/5 5 different African bald heads
HH/6 5 different European bald heads
HH/7 5 different east Asian bald heads
HH/8 5 different middle aged euro heads
HH/9 5 different heads, sleeping
HH/10 5 different female heads - no hair!

HH/11 5 different heads laughing, joking
HH/12 5 different bareheads, neutral expression
HH/13 5 different youthful heads WW2 hair
HH/14 5 different heads, snarling, gasping
HH/15 5 heads, smoking (add own ciggies)
HH/16 5 more European bald heads
HH/17 5 different heads eating, drinking
HH/18 5 different heads, necks turned right or left
HH/19 5 different heads, looking up or stretched out
HH/20 5 different heads looking down
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1/35th Scale Resin Head Sets

Bare Heads 1/35th

HH/21 5 different heads, gaunt or battleweary
HH/22 5 more heads with WW2 style haircuts
HH/23 5 bandaged heads
HH/24 5 more heads with European faces
HH/25 5 more European heads
HH/26 5 bald heads with defeated expressions
HH/27 5 bald heads with triumphant, exulting faces
HH/28 5 heads with hooked or Semitic noses
HH/29 5 Bareheads, one eye closed. eg: sighting a weapon
HH/30 5 Bareheads, anxious or frightened expressions

HH/31 Heads, 2 old men, 2 youths, 1 boy
HH/32 5 bare with emaciated features
HH/33 Bare heads with ultra short haircuts
HH/34 5 Heads with aquiline features
HH/35 5 More bare heads with Caucasian features
HH/36 5 unkempt heads with beards
HH/37 5 additional bald heads. European features
HH/38 5 bare heads shouting. "War faces"
HH/39 5 European heads with defined irises,
HH/40 5 East Asian heads stubble hair
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HH/41 5 Character heads, stubble hair

HH/42 5 European faces with haircuts 1914

HH/43 5 heads with hair, 1 African, 4 European

HH/44 5 Heads with central Asian features cropped hair

HH/45 5 Sub Saharan Africans

HH/46 5 heads with 1940/50's short back and sides

HH/47 5 Caucasian heads with formed eyes, easy paint

HWH/1 5 heads polish Infantry Helmets 1939

HWH/2 5 heads East German pattern steel helmets

HWH/3 5 heads Dutch/Romanian steel helmets WW2

HRH/1 5 heads, Soviet WW2 helmet

HRH/2 5 heads, Soviet pilotka sidecaps

HRH/3 5 heads, Soviet early WW2 helmets

HRH/4 5 heads, Soviet postwar AFV helmets

HRH/5 5 different heads WW2 Soviet tank helmet

RH/6 5 heads, Soviet style ushanka winter caps

HRH/7 Heads with Soviet WW2 officers caps

HIH/1 5 heads, Italian WW2 helmet

HIH/2 5 heads, Italian WW2 AFV helmets

HIH/3 5 heads with Italian bustina cap, WW2
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HGH/1 5 heads, Ger. WW2 fieldcaps
HGH/2 5 heads, Ger. SS Handschar fez
HGH/3 5 heads, Ger. WW2 covered helmets
HGH/4 5 heads, Ger. WW2 steel helmets
HGH/5 5 heads, Ger. sidecaps, various
HGH/6 5 heads, Ger. WW2 para helmet
HGH/7 5 heads, Ger. WW2 panzerberet
HGH/8 5 heads, Ger. SS Off. crushed caps
HGH/9 5 heads, Ger. WW1 steel helmet
HGH/10 5 heads, Ger. WW2 mountain caps

HGH/11 5 heads, Ger. Off. formal peak caps
HGH/12 5 heads, Ger. WW2 winter caps
HGH/13 5 heads, Ger. winter caps with visors
HGH/14 5 heads, SS utility camo caps
HGH/15 5 heads, DAK or SS 2nd camo cap
HGH/16 5 heads, WW2 German Army helmet/cover
HGH/17 5 heads with WW2 SS style sidecaps
HGH/18 5 different heads German army side cap
HGH/19 5 more heads in German m43 field cap
HGH/20 German helmets with improvised covers
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HGH/21 5 German soft round WW1 fieldcaps

HGH/22 5 Heads with German WWII Helmets

HGH/23 3 Heads WWII SS Tankman Trim headband

HGH/24 German Navy WWII 3 Officers, 2 Seamen

HGH/25 German Army Panzer crew heads

HGH/26 3 German WW2 panzer crew. schiffchen caps

HGH/27 The Last Ditch, 5 heads Volkssturm 1945

HGH/28 5 German soldier winter headscarves WWII

HGH/29 5 more heads, German Paratroopers 1939

HAH01 5 Japanese heads WWII

HAH02 Slouch hats UK 14th Army/Australians

HAH03 5 heads with Sikh turbans

HAH04 5 Gurkha heads WWII

HAH05 Imperial Japanese Army and Navy, WW2

About Hornet models

Hornet models first appeared in 1986, and they were some of the earliest figurines to appear in the 1:35 scale that is now almost universal. From the start, the series was much praised by the modelling press, and some of the world's best modellers have used the range ever since. The Hornet heads and hands appear regularly on award winning models all over the world.

Modern plastic kits are often very good indeed, but technical limitations mean that faces and hands on injection-moulded figurines lack refinement and individuality. The Hornet range allows a modeller to make a mass-produced figurine into something unique.

HZH/1 Heads with Israeli 1980s Tank helmets

HZH/2 Heads with Israeli 1980s Infantry helmets
HORNET

British Heads 1/35th

HBH/1  5 heads, Brit. (1 Polish) assorted

HBH/2  5 heads, Brit. soft headgear

HBH/3  5 heads, Brit. steel helmets

HBH/4  5 heads, Brit. WW2 tank beret

HBH/5  5 heads, Brit. rimless AFV/para helmet

HBH/6  5 heads, Brit. WW1 steel helmet

HBH/7  5 heads, Brit. Mk III steel helmet

HBH/8  5 heads wearing British sailor cap, post 1930

HBH/9  5 heads, Commando style stocking caps

HBH/10  5 heads, British officer's type peaked cap

HBH/11  4 heads, modern UK tank crew, with jig

HBH/12  5 heads in British WW2 helmets

HBH/13  5 heads wearing British WW1 field caps

HBH/14  5 heads with British WW2 & post War berets

HBH/15  5 heads British WW2 Sidecaps

HBH/16  British Airborne helmets WW2 to mid 1980’s

HBH/17  UK tropical helmets WW1 present day

HBH/18  5 heads with British Brodie helmets WW1

HCH/1   Rural Civilians WWII Western Europe

HCH/2   Rural Civilians WWII Western Europe
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HUH/1 5 Heads wearing US Helmets M1

HUH/2 US Heads with camouflage covers Vietnam War

HUH/3 Four Heads with Vietnam AFV Helmets Mikes

HUH/4 Heads wearing US M1 helmet with netting

HUH/5 Heads wearing USN style white sailor caps

HUH/6 US Heads early type USMC M1 Helmet covers

HUH/7 Heads with separate microphones, US Tank crew,

HUH/8 different heads USA tank crews WWII

A word about scale: We always give the scale as a ratio, and try not to use vague terms such as ‘54mm’. As a guide, what some manufacturers describe as 54mm approximates to 1:32 scale, although this can vary a little. It is simple and easy to check accuracy of modelling - 1mm (or inch) of actual dimension on a 1:35 model should represent 35mm (or inches) on the real thing. Sometimes you will see the ratio expressed as a fraction, (eg 1/35) but it means the same!

HQH/1 5 heads, unbadged berets, US/RM style

HQH/2 5 heads, berets mod. style, right pull

HQH/3 5 heads, berets mod. style, left pull

HQH/4 5 heads, berets Brit. 40s, 50s style

HFH/1 5 heads, French Adrian helmet

HFH/2 5 heads, French WW2 type Adrian

HFH/3 5 heads, modern Foreign Legion kepi

HFH/4 5 different heads with WW2 tank helmet

HFH/5 5 different heads postwar M51 helmet
Each set of Hornet replacements has five different resin heads, with the exception of some tank crew sets, where fewer heads plus accessories such as microphone booms are provided. Each set is represented here by a picture of just one item. The other heads in the kit are different but of the same quality, with varying facial expressions.

All the heads in this series were sculpted by Roger Saunders alone, ensuring consistency throughout the entire range. ‘Hornet heads’ feature regularly in modelling articles, and they are used by some of the world’s leading miniaturists. (And also, regrettably, on commercial figurines produced by some less scrupulous rivals!)

The scale is 1:35, but because human anatomy varies widely, many of the ‘bald bare’ heads will suit 54mm figurines. Of course, hair can be modelled on to bulk out the skulls with the style of your choice!

The ‘H32’ reference heads are slightly larger and are more likely to be suitable for ‘54mm’ figurines.